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THE ENVIRONMENT AND
CULTURE OF THE NILE

By J. Donald Hughes

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dr. J. Donald Hughes,
a profesor of ancient history at the Uniwrsity of
Dentter, uas the instrtrctor of clases for the Ramses
II Exhibit. Dr. Hughes, a former Ranger Naturalist

for tbe National Parh Service, is an aoid canoeist
arul leads srnnmer canoe trips on Colorado rit,ers.

The way the Egyptians adapted to their ecological
setting is one of the most i:rteresting aspecs of
their history. Some textbooks remark upon the
stability of Egyptia:r culture through the centuries
in a pejorative tone, attributirg lack of change to
traditionalism and absence of creative thought
among a people that was "insular and seH-
satisfied."' But that is unfair; the stability of
Egyptian civilization was the positive result of the
sustainability of Egypt's ecological relationships.
As Karl Butzer said, "Major segments of alcient
Egyptiare history may be uni-ntelligible without
recourse to an ecological perspective."t The
ecological attitudes alld practices of the Egyptians
were rooted in a world view that affirmed the
sacred values of nature,

Egypt, although one of the first societies to
develop cities, remained agrarian rather than
urban. As Adolf Erman stated, "Agriculture is the
foundation of Egyptian civilization,"r and we
must look at it in order to understand ecological
relationships. The sustainability of agriculture was
provided by the annual flood of the Nile, which
deposited fertile soil. Herodotus, observing that
the soil was formed of river sediment, pronounced
Egypt the "gift of the Nile."a An inscription says
the Nile "supplies all the people vrith nourishment
and food."s Their environment encouraged
Egyptians to think of processes of nature as
opemting in predictable rycles. The climate was
mild, without freezing temperatures. Though little
rain fell, the river flooded regularly each year,
supplying the necessary water. The only fenile
land was that watered by the river, both in Upper
and Lower Egypt.
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Of all the worid's great rivers used in early
times {or flood agriculture, the Nile was most
regular,u but not totally predictable. Disasters
occurred when a high Nile flood washed away
irrigation worls and villages, or when a low
Nile failed to water or fenilize the black land
adequately.T Then Egypt suffered, paftly due
to rebels or invaders who took advantage of
weakness caused by flood and famine. But
traditional patterns, including environmental
relationships, reasserted themselves. Johle
'S7fuon said, "The Nile never refused its great
task of revivi{ication... True, the Nile might
faII shon of its fulI bounty for years of famine,
but it never ceased altogether, and ultimately
it always came back with full prodigality."8

The natural regime of the Nile provided the
environmental i::sulation for a sustainable
society. But the river alone could not assure
sustainabiliry. For that, the effons of the
Egyptians were needed. To see why these
occurred, we must examine the Egyptian
'world view. Egyptian religion held as sacred
the forces of nature that assured sustainability
and urged people to cooperate with them.
The world was a place of system and regularity
- qualities attributed to Ma'at, goddess of
balance. But she was more than a goddess; she
was cosmic consciousness. She embodied order
that harmonized what appeared to be
opposites. Gods and pharaohs alike were
expected to act in accord with her principles,
so that she was implicitly recognized as the
basis of civilization. Mary creation mlths
embody the idea that the world is the
expression o{ creators that acted in congruence
with the harmony Ma'at represents.
The orderly movements of the heavens were
evident to Egyptians, whose shy was seldom
clouded. Isis' star announced the flood. As
above, so below: the sky goddess Nut arched
her body above her fenile consort, Geb (the
Eanh god) in perfect balance. The principle
was a balance of roles, not the dominance o{
either.

The land was a god, and therefore sacred.
Osiris embodies vegetation. The rycle of



flood, planting, harvest, and fallow was expressed
as his binh, growth, dearh, dismemberment,
burial, and resurrecrion; every event of the
agricultural year repeated zrn evenr in his life.
Hapy was god of the Nile. Bringer of fenility,
although male, he was ponrayed with breasts to
show his power to nurrure. He v'as called "Father
of the Gods" because they depended on the Nile
for offerings and exisrence. According to myth,
Hapy suckled Osiris, helping ro resurrec him just
as vegetation relies on the Nile flood. \(hen the
Nile rose to an appropriate level, people rejoiced
at the advent of the god. A pyramid text exulted,
"They tremble, that behold rhe Nile in full flood.
The fields laugh and the riverbanl<s are
overflowed. The gods' offerings descend, the
visage of the people is bright, and the hean of the
go& rejoices."e

The sacred sciences of astronomy and recor& were
marshalled ro eosure dependable relationship to
the environment. Geometry, necessary to
reestablish field boundaries after rhe flood had
swept away markers, was a hallowed occupation
invented by the god, Thoth. Temples were
located by geomancy a:rd oriented to the
revolutions of the sun and stars. Papyri containing
these branches of knowledge were hepr by scribes
in the House of Life. Irrigation was a form of
sacred tech:rology practiced by the pharaoh ared
the gods rhemselvesr0 and irrigation projects were
commemorated as good works. The Scorpion-
King Mace Head shows the king digging a canal,
and 'Canal-digger" was an importanr
administrarive tirle under the pharaoh. Canal
building was a major occupari;n in rhe world
beyond death. Recent research has discovered that
most ;rigation work was supervised by local
officials in the nomes. Butzer rhir:hs the nomes
developed as iocal irrigarion units: "These nomes,
as basic rerrirorial enrities, originally had
socioeconomic as well as ecological overtones, but
then became increasir:gly administrative in
nature,"l l

In spite of Egypt's remarkable sustair''ability,
environmental problems appeared. One of these,
famine, was a resuit of the Egyptians' success in
producing the ancient world's most reLiable food
supply. The most dependable system will fail
with overpopularion. When popularion increased

to a level that required a year of good harvest,
any abnormally low harvest would bring the
danger of famine. The causeway of lJnas at
Saqqara shows starving people with their ribs
prominently visible. Officials tried to even
out fluduations of supply ar:d dema.nd by
stori:rg surplus in good years ro distribute
when harvests failed. The storechambers of
the Ramesseum could hold 590.000 cu. ft of
grain, enough to supporr 3,400 families for a
year.rz \(iith such reserves, Egypt remained
the breadbasket of the ancient world as one of
the few countries that usually exponed grain.

The Egyptir"s' joy in rheir environment can
be sensed in pictures of activiries such as
plowing and hunting. But these ponrayals
show no realization of damage to nature. For
them, Earth was uncha:rging; but changes,
some destructive, were nonetheless occurring.

galini221i61, the accumulation of salts in the
soil as water evaporaaes, is a danger wherever
irrigation is practiced in dry climates. In
extreme cases, plalts cannot grow il srli"ized
soil. Although rhe flood helped leach salt
from the soil, salinization occurred in irrigated
areas above flood line, and in The Faiyum,
below sea level.

Deforestation was a major problem. Although
over 909o of Egypt's area is desert, trees
abounded in the watered land. Valley margins
supported a rich evergreen forest.rr This
changed with cultivarion: tomb pai'''tings show
trees cut to clear land. Grazng of domestic
animal5 jsplslsd the vegetation. 1.,[61hing
deforests a dry land more efficiently than
cutting trees followed by rhe grazing of goats,
which destroy the young trees before the
forest can reestablish itself. The Egyptia"s
lacked tall, straight rrees as is evidenced by the
intensi{ied impon of cedar, juniper, fir, and
pine. In the New Kingdom, the timber-
producing area was conquered by the
rgyPtlans.

The ecology of the Nile werlands was very
fragile and the habitats of wild animals, birds,
ared aquatic crearures living there gradually
shrank. Eventually, "the almost total



disappearance of large game lrom the valley, with
increasing irnportation of captured animals for
symbolic hunts by the nobility, argues {or
eradication of the natural vegetation."r4 Even
papyrus, a once common plant in Egypt, becarae
Iess prevalent.

\(ith the destruction of vegetation, graztng of
domestic animals, overhunting, and climatic
change, came the loss of animal species from the
Nile region. Deification of wild rnimals did not
spare them from the hunt nor did it prevent
habitat destruction. In Pre-dynastic times, as
petroglyphs attest, Egypt supponed a variety of
species as rich as that now found i-n East Africa.
But as early as the Old Kingdom, many species
were missing or reduced in numbers nonh of the
First Cataract.'5 Some depletion was due to
climatic change (the Sahara began reaching its
present aridity well into the Old Kingdom). But
some was also due to deliberate destruction:
Amenhotep III boasted that he killed 102 Iions
with his own hand.'6 The numbers of birds were
once astonishing in Egypt, a "land of whirring
wings,"t7 but their abundance was reduced by
overhunting and drainage of the marshlands.
Some waterfowl became pan of temple flocks
while others were prepared as offerings.
Inscriptions at Medinet Habu say Ramses III gave
426,395 blrds to temples, includhg 9,350 per year
to Amun at Thebes.rs A similar fate ax'aited the
Nile fish, though some were protected in sacred
mKes.

Environmentally, Egypt at the end of the ancient
period was much changed, but still productive.
The Nile still brought its annual floods, with
sufficient water and sediment (in most years) to
guarantee good crops. Grain, flax, and papyrus
were usually abundant enough to meet Egypt's
needs and be exported. Egypt was in most
respects self-sufficient as a result of the life-giving
Nile, endowi"g Egyptians with a sense of
contentment - not to be mistaken for stagnation.
The Egyptians' relationship to the land was
governed by sacred principles that derived from
Ma'at, the universal order that controlled the
pharaoh arrd even the gods themselves. Although
Egypt did not lack il environmental problems
such as loss of vegetation and wildlife, this
reverence for the land and its denizens helped

?

mitigate some of the damage to the
environment. The modern world could learn
a poignant lesson h ecology from the great
society of ancient Egypt.
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The Obelisk: Sun Symbol of Ancient Egypt

By Mary Pratchett

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Mary Pratchett liled in
Mexico and Sontb America ior ooer 21 years. Sbe k
a researcb ,uoLunteer at both the DMNH and the
Denoer Art Museu.m uhere she is utorhinp uith Pre-
CoLutnbizn artifacts,

Egyptian obelisks haue been a source of wonder
and amazement for centuries to all vrho have seen
them. Kreowing that these magnificent soaring
monuments were quarried, decorated, and
rransponed using onJy the primitive means
available i x5leal5Ling and indicative of the
intense dedication ofthe ancient Egyptia"s to their
sun gods.

Although no records have survived dg6eiling how
the obeLisks were made, the ingenuity and
engineeri"g techniques must have been highly
imaginative and wonderfully inventive. References
in cenail papyri address some aspects of the work
involved, but there is no clear explanation of the
complete methodology used to construd these
massive structures.

The search for the meaning of these striking and
elegant monuments begins at the very roots of the
ancient Egyptian civilization. Thereh is the
reason why this panicular form was used to
express the ancient Egyptiares' strong devotion to
their powerful sun gods.

According to one belief, the first mound, or
beginning of life, which arose from the primordial
slime (or the waters o{ chaos) was the pyramidal
form. These mounds or stones were k:rown as
ben or benben, and were believed to have existed
in Heliopolis (the ancient center of worship of the
sun gods, Atum and Re-Herakhty) from the
begi''''i"g of time. Scholars think Heliopolis was
the location were the benben stone was elevated
on a pedestal, or pillar, to form the obelisk, and
there it was possibly first worshiped as a cult
object. These benben stones also were believed to
have been associated with the benu bird, or
phoenix, which was thought to live on top of the
benben stone. This bird, which begot itsei{, was
believed to have come from the east to live for 500

years at Heliopolis, after which time it
returned to the east to be interred by a young
benu bird. The young benu would then
return to take its place in Heliopolis. Another
version of this belief states that the benu bird
revived itself, rather than bei"t replaced, and
was then considered to be lini<ed to the god of
the dead, Osiris.

Alrhough litt le inlormarion remains on its
beginnings, a powerful sun cult emerged in
Heliopolis that subsequently dominated
Egyprian civilization and its most imponant
symbol was the obelisL.

The pyr,-idions (the capstones) of the obeiisk
were considered to be of the greatest
imponance and during the Eighteenth Dynasty
were often covered in goid. Gold was an
extremely precious metal; it resembled the
sun's rays and therefore, was beloved by the
gods. The sight of these vronderful
monuments piercing the sky and 5hining with
gold must have been stunning

Even though the obelisk, or some form of it,
appears to have been erected much earlier, the
well known monuments date from about 2000
B.C. The Fifth Dynasty kings passionately
worshiped their sun gods, and may have been
the first to erect them in pairs in front of their
temples. Obelisks were raised for various
reasons: to show close relationships with
deities, to commemorate events, and for
jubilees. They carried the names of their
makers and the deities they worshiped and
were meant to last through all time, bringing
immonality to both.

Besides the great monolithic structures so well
hnown to the world, small or obeliskoid
objects were at times placed in front of tombs.
These smaller objects *ere inscribed on only
one side with the name and mein title of the
owner of the tomb. wooden obelisks were
found vrith shawabti in some tombs. The
obelisk's connection with the god of the dead
would explri'. their appearance in these
instalces.

During different periods, in addition to being



solar symbols, obelis}s were considered to be the
2sgual dv,'glling places of the go&. An inscription
i-lr rhe Temole of Amun-Re at Karnah lists new
offerings anifeasts for the four obelisls erected by
Tuth-osis III as i{ they were gods and defines the
amount and the nature of the offerings. Another
example is an illustration n the Booh of the Dead
depicting a priest making a:r offering to two
obeLislcs in which dwell Re-Herak-hty.

The o b el is hs
were placed in
definite patterns.
The two
monuments
which Ra-ses II
constructed at the
temple of Luxor
are typical
examples. On
the eastertr
obel isk is

Figure 1: Scarab illustrating Pharaoh i n s c r i b e d
worshipping obel isk as a god. "beloved of

Herakhty" who
was the god of the rising sun; on the other is
engraved, "beloved of Atum," the god of the
setting sun. The two obelisls of Heliopolis
erected by Tuth-osis III, which are now in New
Yorh ar:d London, also follow this principle. The
New York obelisk mentions Herakhty; the one in
London has a reference to Atum. Following the
Luxor precedent, the obvious deduction is that the
New York obelisk to Herakhty stood on the east
side of the entrance to the temple in Heliopolis;
the London obel-isk stood on the west side. 

,

The correct placement of the faces of these
monuments also had a distinct pattern. The
direction faced by the hieroglyphic writing (which
al-ost always faces toward the begi""i"g of the
text) indicates the proper orientation of the faces
of the obelisks. The obelisks usually have a
dedication engraved on the front, and these
hieroglyphs, along with those on the back, face
toward the entrance to the temple. The writing
on the sides faces toward the front.

Clearly there could only be one true orientation
for a pair of obelisks on either side of an
entra-nceway because of the direction of the

hieroglyphic writing and the pattern followed
by honoring the gods of the rising and setti"g
sults.

K5

OBELISKS AT ENTRANCE
Beloved of Atum Mesl Belooed of Re-Herahbry (tust)

Figure 1: Nore rhe hieroglyphic figure faces the
enrrance of the temple.

The a:rcient Egyptia.ns were concerned with
expressing themselves artistically and
architecturally in forms that would last
forever, for the eternal glorification of their
gods and the immonality of their kings. The
obelisk, one of their finest creations, which
seems to reach from the eanh to the heavens,
will probably be in the architectural inventory
until the end of time.
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Information continues to build from different
hinds of a:ealysis on the mummy scarmed at the
Medical Center on luJy 27 . The resuits will be a
very detailed biological picture of the mummy and
a new mystery to be solved.

First, the biological hformation... The Toshiba
CT Scan unit represents the newest generation of
3D CT tech:eology and has produced incredibly
detailed images. In early September, I met with
radiologists Dr. Michael Manco-Johreson, Jan
Durham, Ed Hendrick, and David Rubinstein, and
medical engineer, Dr. Vic Spitzer, to review the
CT films. -We examined all of the two-
dimensional CT images to identi{y anatomical
structures, looking for evidence of pathology and
interpretive aspects of the mumnification process.

The detail visibie in the scans is truly incredible!
As mentioned in an earlier newsletter. I said that
you could count the number of layers of linen
wrapping around the mummy. It may also be
possible to reconstnrct how the mummy was
wrapped with linen; it may also be possible to
reproduce the technique of wrapping the bundles
of internal organs. From an anatomical
perspective, the detail is also excellent. Clearly
visible in the skull are the auditory ossicles or, in
the vernacular, the small bones (less than rwo
millimeters in length) of the ineer ear. Ponions of
the desiccated aona and ponions of other blood
vessels and nerves can also be seen. Even with this
high degree of detail, no major pathologies were
observed. Therefore, cause of death is still elusive,
but studies continue.

Color photos of the sarcophagus have been
sent to Franlc Yurco, the consulting
Egyptologist from the Oriental Institute. Just
a few days ago, Frarek and I talked by phone
and he gave me the following information:
stylisticaliy, the coffin is characteristic of the
19th or 2Oth Dynasties, or from 1314 to 1085
B.C. Of course, the Ramses volunteer will
recognize that this coffin represents the
Ramesside periods. Fran! a:rd I concur that
the coffin is not well made or well painred.
The images and hieroglyphics appear poorly
formed and quickly painted. Therefore, the
person for whom the sarcophagus was made
was probably from the middle or iower middle
class. The name on the coffin is "Mos" or, as
it would later become, Moses. Frank says that
this is a common man's name during the
Ramesside periods. Let me emphasize, this
name is for a male. The mummv is definitelv
female.

From the discrepanry between the size of the
mummy and the interior dimensions of the
sarcophagus, I had early doubts about the
mummy and sarcophagus actually going
together. Frank's tralslation would seem to
make it clear that the two do not go together.
So, there is a new mystery to explore. tVho is
this mummy and vrhen was the switch made?
It may be impossible to answer the first
question, but there are clues to the second.
The mummy bundle is complete and has never
been dr-aged by looters looking for gold and
ornaments. Had the bundle been opened,
looters would certainly have taken the gold
foil covering on the left side of the abdomen
a:rd on the chest. The hean scarab and
amulets would also have been taken. Yurco
doubts that rhe switch was made during the
late 19th century when many antiquity dealers
were puttirg good mummies in good coffiru to
increase sales to Europeara and American
tourists. Rather, Frar:} suggests that the
switch may have occurred shonly after the
mummification of the sarcophagus' current
occupant. As always, mori risearch will
follow.

The last area of research concerrr
reconstruction. A full set of

the facial
the two



dimensional CT images shot at one millimeter
intervals have been sent to Ray Evenlouse,
medical illustrator and facial reconsrructionisr, at
the University of Illinois, Chicago. Over the next
few months, he will be projecting these images
onto foamcore, cutting out each individual image
anC stacking them into a solid skull. Once that
laborious task is complete, he can then begin
building a face for the mummy.

The work already done on "Mos" has already
attracted the special talents of a wide variety of
researchers. Yet, the process is really just
De$nmng.
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BOOK REVIE\TS

PHARAOH'S PEOPLE: SCENES FROM
LIFE IN IMPERIAL EGYPT

by T. G. H. James, University of Chicago Press,
1984.282 pp. Illustrated. $12.95
Denver Public Library System: %2.A14 J236ph.

ABOUT THE REVIEIVER: Eun Mitcbell. is a
second generdtion Colorada.n and has a
C omm un ic at ions /Tbe ater de gre e fr om tb e U n ioefi it)
of Colorado at Denver. As hobbies, he appears on
stage in locaL tbeaters and pu.rsues his interest in
Egpt.

If you are looking for a book about ancient Egypt
but don't want another up-and-down-the-Nile-
with-lots-of-pretty-photos-book," or another
chronological history that gives you "the big
picture", I would l-ike to recommend this book by
T. G. H. James, keeper of Egyptian antiquities at
the British Museum.
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James has written an eminendy readable
collection of essays about life during the mid-
Eighteenth Dynasty. Even if you happen to
be an avid reader of boohs about ancient
Egypt, you are not lihely to be bored with this
book about daily life from over 30 centuries
ago'

As the author states in his preface, "My hope
has been that the flavour of life in imperial
Egypt mighr be tasted, and thar the taste will
not be wholly misleading, too spiced by
imaginat ion,  or  sweetened by
sentimentality...In this series of essays my eyes
have been sighted low to catch rare glimpses of
the humble goi"g about their business; but
they have not always managed to avoid
sweeping up occasionally to g ze 

^t 
the not-so-

humble." Most of rhe rexrs rhat are referenced
in this book have been newly tr,"slated by the
author. James includes line drawings from
tomb paintings as illustrations. This technique
works very well when coupied with his clear
explanations of the actions and implements
depicted.

In his first essay, the author discusses the
validity of the written record. How much of
a pbaraoh's bombastic temple ir:scriprion car:
be taken as fact? More than you might thin!
at first glance. How much can you learn
about one of the nobles from what was
written on his public i-:rscriptions? Far less
then you would expect, unless the inscription
was written at a place remote from the center
of government. The "not-so-humble" appear,
as they always do *6sn dsling Y/ith
bureaucrary that shaped the society. Could
the average person hope for .justice? In a
society without a written legal code, how were
things decided? $(/ho decided them? $fas the
decision irrevocable? These quesrions, to name
a few, are answered in the essays Duties of the
Vizier and Justice For All.

'We usually think of scribes as government
oflicials collecting raxes, counting treasure, or
writing down the words of the mighty. But if
you could not write, and you wanted to send
someone a letter, how did you have it written
and sent? If you were fonunate enough to



receive scribal training, what was it like? As a
student scribe, what did you write with, on, and
about? The author devotes two essays to the
scribe: Litrraq and Status and The Scribe in Action.

Egypt's true wealth s/as in the abundance of food
it produced. The vast quantities were enough to
suppoft large classes of people who did not have to
work the la:rd. Alnost all the tomb paintings
show the owner and his family working in the
fields of the next life, even though the "not-so-
humble" probably had never picked up a hoe.
'What was the Iife of a farmer or Deasant like?
Was ir as repulsive as scribal students were raughr?

Craftsmen in Metal and W'ood takes the reader into
the temple workshops. Hovi did craftsmen get a
straw fire hot enough to melt metals? How did
they ha::dle gold (which melts at 1063 degrees C)
with bronze tongs (that melt at 1030 degrees C)?

A Desirable Resi.dence loohs at the layout of a
typical Egyptian house. Where did they eat, cook,
ared sleepl And, \fHERE \fAS THE
BATHROOM?

The author's final essay deals wirh domestic
economy. The essay is not a study of gross
nadonal product or economic indicators, but a
looh at the complex way rhar a barter economy
vrorls. How do you buy 1[g ghings you need or
want, when currency does not exist?

If any of this sounds interesti.g, I recommend that
PHARAOH'S PEOPLE be added to your list of
"ought to read" books.

SCROLLS cont'd

THE HIDDEN
TOMBS OF
MEMPHIS

by Geoffrey T.
Manin, (London:
Thames and

t;F1,,'i*, A--ry
lUuStrateo. JJ).uu.
Denver Public

r .r  Srep Pvramid at SaqqaraLrDrary Jysrem:
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ABOUT THE REVIEWER: Barb Fenton is
also a second generation Coloradan. Her hobbies
are hihing and pbotograplry.

Professor Geoffrey Manin has recorded his
expedition's ten-year experiences at Saqqara is
his recently published book, The Hidden
Tombs of Memphls. Manin describes his book
as "unashamedly a detecdve story, a search for
clues to unravel the lost history of Memphis in
the time of Tuta:rkhamun and his five
immediate successors." The Cambridge-
educated Egyptologist credits success in the
field, not to luck, but to "careful detective
worh and looking for clues on the ground."
Manin a-nd his colleagues proved to be
admirable sleuths with the discoveries of the
tombs of Maya, Horemheb, Princess Tia, and
orher New Kingdom notables.

In his richly illustrated booh, Manin describes
how the joint expedition was formed and how
the Anglo/Dutch team discovered the answers
to many of the secrets of the New Kingdom
held captive through the centuries in the
cemeteries of Saqqara. Flowever, as Coiin
Renfrew writes in his irntroduction to Manin's
book, one senses that Manin's dedication to
scholarship and his determined spirit were rhe
lifeblood of the expedition. Renfrew
summarizes the results of the project as
follows: "perhaps most fascinati-ng of all is the
ability of Egyptology to bring forward not just



lost cities alld wonderful works of art, but to
introduce us to naned individuals. 'Ve come face
to face with real people forgotten for nearly 4000
years, but brought to light again through careful
research and systematic excavation."

Manin makes an eloquent introduction to some of
ancient Egypt's most dramatic aristocrats. flg
Hidden Tombs of Memphis may be ordered
through the DMNH Museum Shop.

SPEAKER'S BUREAU

Tbe Speaker's Bureau is a unique opponunity
for ESS members to go into the commuruty to
share knowledge about Egypt. Requests for
informative programs come from schools (at
all grade levels), as well as adult groups and
organizations. Any member is invited to
submit an application to give lectures (either
with or without slides), costumed
presentations, storytelling sessions, or any
other method of communication.

For further information, please call Evan
Mitchell 

^t 
757-L704.

To submit articks
Barbara Fenton dt

or for questions
778-8178.
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